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‘Inressyng of kyndnes, and renewing off thair blud’​[1]​: the family, kinship and clan policy in sixteenth-century Scottish Gaeldom

Kinship was an organising principle throughout pre-industrial Scottish society.  However, as a consequence of political, social and economic change, there appears to have been a lessening of kin relations throughout the wider community during the late medieval period.​[2]​  This was evident in the Highlands where kinship and the expression of kinship and ‘kyndnes’ were of heightened significance.  Clan chiefs acquired additional territory geographically remote from their main estate, at times accompanied by heritable jurisdiction over disparate regions.  In order to defend and protect their disparate lands there was a growing need for political and military allies across the Highland region.​[3]​  The significance of blood kinship lessened as clan chiefs increasingly looked to client clans and allies for assistance and as a means of furthering their influence outside their locality.  This reliance on external alliances for political and military purposes has resulted in the tendency for clan studies to concentrate primarily on the role of the chief and his fine (the principal men of the clan), providing greater insight into political organisation within clanship while simultaneously highlighting the divergent political aims of individual clans.  
This emphasis on the chief and his fine, as the political elite within clanship, is understandable and the vast majority of research pertains to the actions of this group of men.  But while the patriarchal structure of clan society and its militaristic nature underlines the necessity of such a concentration, it negates the extent to which chiefs utilised their immediate blood kin for political, socio-economic and military purposes.  The prevalent view of early medieval social groupings is that as society developed, kinship ties diminished in importance.  This so-called ‘collapse’ of kinship and the perception that kinship is not ‘important to social organisation unless the entire community is composed of kin’ has been questioned by Nerys Patterson’s work on Ireland.​[4]​  This paper seeks to emphasise the contribution of the chiefly family to the maintenance of internal clan cohesion as well as the creation of external political and military alliances with neighbouring clan chiefs and client clans.  In the formation of these alliances, the chief’s close blood relatives were significant, but it is not just who created them that is important.  In light of the argument of declining kinship within the wider community this paper will also explore how such alliances were established and maintained.
Contrary to traditional views of Highland society clans were fluid entities, expanding through descent while also incorporating lesser clans and individuals within the larger grouping irrespective of a lack of blood kinship.​[5]​  What bound these individuals to the chief was a reciprocal relationship consisting of political and economic elements.  In political terms the chief offered protection and effective administration in return for loyalty and obedience.  In economic terms clansmen made a payment of tribute, known as calp, and worked together for the economic sustenance of the clan as a whole but could look to the chief for provision in times of hardship.  This clannish relationship sought to foster loyalty and clan cohesion, irrespective of ties of blood kinship.  Chiefs also sought to compensate for a lack of blood ties through the extension of marital and fictive kinship.  Similar methods were adopted to ensure the continuation of external political and military alliances established with neighbouring clan chiefs.
The primary means by which alliances between clans were created and reinforced was the contraction of marriage which often took place after a dispute.  The hope was that ties of marital kinship would prevent future unrest between previously hostile clans.  Although on many occasions this was not realised, marriage was a very useful political tool.  Jenny Wormald argues that marriage was ‘probably the weakest form of alliance’,​[6]​ and certainly marital kinship, like blood kinship, did not necessarily produce lasting alliances.  Highlighting the prevalence of divorce and annulment within Scotland David Sellar argues that, according to 
Canon law marriage was for life and divorce was not permitted, but the increasing ease with which annulments were granted in the later Middle Ages, especially on the grounds of consanguinity and affinity, make a mockery of the permanence of marriage.​[7]​    

However, divorce was both expensive and protracted and was an avenue available only to those with appropriate influence and wealth.  Indeed as Keith Brown highlights, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the majority of noble marriages ended through death of a spouse rather than any other means.​[8]​  In the later sixteenth century, the reformed Kirk’s emphasis on the godly family as the core of society ensured that kirk sessions sought to reconcile rather than separate.​[9]​  




The chiefly family, consisting of the chief and his immediate blood relations, had a prominent position in clan affairs.  The family held this position on account of kinship with the chief as head of both their familial grouping and the clan.  Chiefs utilised family members in forging and reinforcing political and military alliances which would serve the interests of the wider clan grouping.  In order to defend, protect and provide for his clan a chief relied on the co-operation of client clans and allies in the locality and further afield.  Offers of military assistance were formalised through the contraction of bonds, primarily defensive in nature, wherein each party promised to assist the other in times of need.  In the event of an attack by another clan clients and allies also provided help in recovering stolen goods.​[13]​  As a means of bolstering these obligations marital kinship was created between the two parties as evident in a bond given by Angus MacDonald of Glengarry, head of a cadet branch of the Clanranald, to John Grant, fourth of Freuchy in 1571.  MacDonald promised to assist Grant in all his actions, except when this would compromise his loyalty to his Clanranald chief; help defend Grant’s lands of Urquhart and Glenmoriston from attack; and help retrieve any stolen goods should an attack take place.​[14]​  The numerous obligations in the bond were reinforced through marriage between Helen, daughter of Grant, and Donald, son of MacDonald, and ensured ongoing political and military co-operation in later years.  In the same way, increased co-operation between the chiefs of the Mackintosh and the Mackenzie clans, as a means of defence against external attack and securing assistance in any subsequent retaliation, resulted in the marriage of Lauchlan Mackintosh of Dunachton, sixteenth chief, and Agnes, daughter of Kenneth Mackenzie, tenth of Kintail in 1567.​[15]​
	The creation of marital kinship as a means of maintaining advantageous alliances was common throughout Scotland​[16]​, although in the Highlands practices such as concubinage continued throughout the early modern period.  Clan histories provide ample evidence for the prevalence of concubinage, arguably on account of the need for a male heir to succeed as head of the kin group.​[17]​  Within Highland society little distinction was drawn between ‘legitimate’ children, born of legal, valid, or even irregular, marriage and ‘illegitimate’ children, born through concubinage.​[18]​  However, a clear distinction was imposed by law as illegitimate offspring were not permitted to inherit from their father.  Consequently, clan chiefs, as heads of lineages, were aware of the need for a legitimate male heir in order to secure succession of the chiefly line and estate.  Indeed, as early as 1336 John MacDonald of Islay applied for papal dispensation to marry his cousin Amy Macruari.  According to canon law this marriage was within the forbidden degrees of consanguinity and any children born of the union would not have been regarded as legitimate.  The existence of close ties of consanguinity or affinity between married persons was common in the Highlands but MacDonald was aware of the wider context and the need for his son to be regarded as legitimate by the Scottish crown.​[19]​  As a result, children born of a legal and valid marriage were of increased significance for a chief although illegitimate children remained important commodities within the marriage market.​[20]​
 Clan marriages were directed towards various ends, whether political, military or economic.  Prioritisation of these considerations depended on the size, standing and policy of a particular clan.  A study of the marriage patterns of the chiefly family of the Mackintoshes reveals both an internal and external agenda.  During the fourteenth and early fifteenth century it was common for the children of successive chiefs to be married into local families while at least one child was married into a satellite clan of the Clan Chattan, thereby reinforcing clan solidarity.​[21]​  By the sixteenth century, however, a clear shift in policy is evident.  Internal marriage still took place regularly although in instances where a chief had fewer children it was unusual for endogamous marriage to take place.  Instead it was more important to use marriage as a means of establishing and reinforcing external alliances.​[22]​  However, if during a period of political instability a particular chief felt the need to reinforce clan cohesion a greater number of marriages were contracted internally.​[23]​  Notwithstanding the role of internal marriage, increasingly throughout the sixteenth century successive Mackintosh chiefs contracted marriage with local families as well as those further afield.​[24]​
  This shift in Mackintosh clan policy meant that during the sixteenth century marriage was used primarily to establish and reinforce politically advantageous external alliances although, when circumstances dictated, there was recourse to internal marriage. It was a strategy determined by a number of factors.  For a clan that lacked ties of blood kinship and geographic cohesion, marital kinship contributed to the maintenance of clan solidarity.  At the same time acquisition of a disparate estate, increasing involvement with lawyers, local and central authorities as well as an unstable wider political context meant the establishment of allies locally and further afield in the north and west Highlands and in the eastern Lowlands was essential.  As clan chiefs were forced to balance immediate needs with the demands of wider society marriage was exploited to secure and protect the clan.
The varying usage of marriage by clan chiefs is evident through a comparison of Mackintosh trends with those of two other clans remarkably different in size, status and, for the latter, location.​[25]​  The Macpherson clan was one of the largest satellites within the Clan Chattan, recognising the heads of the Mackintosh clan as chief.  Settled in Badenoch, primarily they were tenants of the Mackintoshes but also held lands from the Gordon earls of Huntly.  As a relatively small clan marriage with members of the Mackintosh chiefly family as well as with other satellites in the Clan Chattan and neighbouring clans was a means of securing their position within the locality.  However, consolidating the clan’s position within the locality was not the only rationale.  A study of marriage patterns for the Macpherson clan has focussed on the incidence of endogamous and exogamous marriage for males and females, distinguishing between first and subsequent marriages.​[26]​  In general, males tended to make exogamous marriage connections but there was a distinction for females between first and subsequent marriages.​[27]​  Initially females married outside the clan especially if the union was of economic or political significance, but subsequent marriage tended to be contracted within the clan.  Such a strategy involved a generational age difference between spouses at the time of marriage thereby facilitating remarriage for a widow who still had child-bearing potential.​[28]​  The rational behind these trends was primarily economic.  External marriage by both males and females would bring land and wealth into the clan and, should their spouse die early, males had the opportunity to make another exogamous marriage.  Subsequent endogamous marriage for females was intended to prevent loss of clan wealth and land through the provision of dowries.  As these findings are based on one individual clan they cannot be suggested as uniform or even common within Gaelic society.  Nevertheless the Macphersons certainly were not unique.​[29]​ 
Steve Boardman highlights how the chiefs of the Campbell clan in the late middle ages used marriage to bring land into their possession but prevented subsequent alienation through the use of entails.​[30]​  By the sixteenth century the Campbells had expanded significantly in territorial holdings, status and political power with the clan chiefs, the earls of Argyll, adeptly maintaining a balance between presence at court and duties on their Highland estates.  In contrast to the earlier period, however, successive earls of Argyll in the sixteenth century manipulated clan marriage to suit an agenda directed towards political goals.  Marital kinships was used to further extend their tentacles of power. While heirs to the earldom and other legitimate offspring were married into Scottish noble families, illegitimate children and members of cadet branches were married to lesser clan chiefs across the Highland region.  In the late sixteenth century Archibald, sixth earl of Argyll, married his illegitimate daughter Jean to Angus, son and heir, of Lauchlan Mackintosh of Dunachton, sixteenth chief of the Mackintosh clan.​[31]​  Although Angus died prematurely, his son by Jean, also called Lauchlan, eventually succeeded to the chiefship of the clan, thus ensuring Campbell influence remained prominent within the Mackintosh clan.​[32]​  
	In using marital kinship to consolidate political influence the Campbell chiefs, like the Macphersons, exploited the potential of widows within the family.  As Jane Dawson has emphasised, the Campbells retained a significant influence over female kin members and, if women were widowed, efforts were made to capitalise on this opportunity for the creation of additional political alliances.  This is best highlighted by the example of Archibald, fifth earl of Argyll, who sought to integrate ‘British’ policy with Campbell policy throughout the archipelago in the mid-sixteenth century.​[33]​  To this end Argyll pursued Anglo-Scottish amity while at the same time forging Campbell connections with Gaelic Irish lords.  Central to these efforts were a number of Campbell females.  In 1569 Argyll’s aunt, Agnes Campbell, widow of James MacDonald of Dunivaig and the Glens, an important west Highland chief, was married to Turlough O Neill of Tyrone while Agnes’ daughter, Finola, was married to Hugh O Domhnaill of Tyconnell.  In one shrewd move Argyll established marital kinship with two of the main families in the north of Ireland.  This consolidated the earlier marriages of Katherine Maclean, second wife and widow of Archibald’s father, the fourth earl of Argyll, to Calvagh O Domhnaill of Tyrconnell in 1560 and to Shane O Neill a few years later.  Contracted across the Irish Sea, these marriages were fundamental to the fifth earl’s political strategy at the time and emphasise the ability of Campbell chiefs to manipulate close blood relatives in order to further clan policy.​[34]​
	These examples should not suggest, however, that remarriage was an obvious choice for widows.  If the right economic conditions prevailed widowhood could offer women in early modern society a degree of independence previously not experienced.  But attitudes of both wider society and the church ensured widows were treated with suspicion and even fear because they had no male guardian to control them.​[35]​  For women who still had child-bearing potential remarriage was considered a suitable course of action, especially in the later sixteenth century with the reformed Kirk’s emphasis on the family unit.​[36]​  When considering remarriage women had to take a number of factors into account including economic security, the influence of her family, and the care of her children.  With the spread of Roman law throughout Europe fathers were regarded as having absolute rights over their children.​[37]​  This was the case under Scots law which allowed a woman to become tutor to her children if nominated by her husband in his will.​[38]​  She would retain it, however, ‘sa lang as scho remanis wedow’, devoting herself to the care of her children within her late husband’s kin and ignoring any pressure her own family may have placed upon her to contract another marriage.​[39]​  
	The decision to remained unmarried and thereby retain the position of tutor was taken by Janet Ross, daughter of Walter Ross of Balnagown, second wife of Hugh Fraser, fifth Lord Fraser of Lovat.  The Battle of Blar-nan-leine in 1544 resulted in the death of many male members of the Frasers of Lovat including Lovat and his eldest son by his first marriage.  The heir to the Fraser estate was now the sixteen-year-old Alexander, Lovat’s son from his second marriage to Janet Ross.  Upon her husband’s death Janet acted as tutor to Alexander, a role ‘she executed with great fidelity and address’.​[40]​  Janet Ross went on to have quite a significant role in Fraser affairs during the next decade, only relinquishing her position with reluctance.  Rather than return to her own kin, she became a political figure in Fraser affairs, a situation that contrasted sharply with that of her daughter-in-law, Janet Campbell.  After Alexander’s death, Janet Campbell was remarried to Donald Gorm of Sleat, head of a branch of the MacDonald clan with whom the Campbells were establishing closer links.  The influence the Campbell clan retained over female clan members saw Janet being used to facilitate the extension of the clan’s political aims.  At the same time, it was a move that facilitated Janet Ross’ return to prominence within the Fraser clan as tutor to her grandson, Hugh.
The demands of wider clan policy that resulted in a woman remarrying and relinquishing her rights to the care of her children, if indeed she had any, suggests that little emphasis was placed on the role of the mother in clan society.  However, a fosterage contract dating from the late sixteenth century emphasises the importance of maternal influence.  In 1584 Duncan Campbell of Duntraein and his wife Agnas Nikolleane entered into a contract with Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy concerning the fostering of Colin, Glenorchy’s son.  This agreement of fosterage was designed to ensure
luife and favour suld be and contenew betwex the housis of Glenurquhay and Duntrone and for helping and renewing thairof in manner foirsaid.​[41]​

Later the contract refers directly to the role of Agnas as foster-mother who, quite distinct from her husband, promises 
to do hir dewtie to him [Colin] in all thingis according to the custome and condition of ane favorabill fostermother. 

In order to show her ‘gude will and mynd’ towards her foster-son, Agnas gained the consent of her husband to grant
to the said Coleine hir fostersone an bairn’s part of all gudeis and geir quhillk sall or may perteine to hir the tyme of hir deceis.​[42]​   

This rare insight into the role of the mother within Highland society suggests that, although it did not receive formal recognition, maternal influence was regarded as important.  This is perhaps unsurprising in a society where political, economic and military matters were the core concerns of the dominant male elite.  As this document highlights, the role of the mother in the care and education of children was recognised but so too was the influence of maternal kinship.  After all, the influence a mother and her kin might have on future clan chiefs could have long-term implications.
Acknowledgement of a mother’s influence on her children also resulted in certain qualifications placed on a widow’s rights to guardianship.  A mother who had the care of her children would forfeit such rights if she remarried.  Similar concerns were evident in fosterage arrangements.  In an account of fosterage dated 1614 whereby Roderick Macleod of Dunvegan gave his son, Norman, to be fostered by John, ‘son of the son of Kenneth’,​[43]​ clauses included were designed to deal with the eventuality of John’s early death.  Although John’s brother, Angus, would be involved in Norman’s upbringing, John’s wife was to continue as foster-mother.  If she remarried, however, Norman would pass completely into Angus’ care.  This stipulation regarding remarriage stemmed from two main concerns.  The first was an immediate, local concern regarding the ties of kinship created through fosterage.  If a widow remarried into another kingroup the ties of kinship which the fostering arrangement was initially designed to establish would be lost.  The second was a wider concern, evident in much of European society at the time: concern over succession and the lineage.  A husband sought to secure his inheritance through the birth of a male heir.  The fear was that in the event of his death, his offspring might be discriminated against in favour of any children born from a subsequent marriage his widow might contract.​[44]​





cadet branch – offshoot of a particular (parent) clan, for example, the descendants of a younger brother of a previous chief; at times cadets could break away and form a separate clan altogether

calp – a ‘death-duty’ or payment of tribute, usually consisting of livestock, to secure the protection of the chief

client – lesser clan or chief who acknowledged another clan chief as his superior, usually promising political and military assistance; the relationship was not necessarily based on a previously existing tenurial arrangement

entail – means by which the inheritance of an estate was secured over successive generations within a particular clan or line within a clan

fine – the principal men of the clan; often the heads of large cadet branches or members of the clan who were important within the wider locality 

fosterage – socio-political arrangement used to establish close ties between two particular clans, whether of equal standing or between a chief and a client; the superior would foster a child with a client as a means of reinforcing the relationship

Gàidhealtachd – Gaelic speaking Highlands and Islands 
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